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Abstract
Concurrent execution of multiple instances of a randomised search over a CSP is one of
the techniques for improvement of performance. Hitherto, uniform time sharing is the dominant
approach to the control of execution of such instances. This paper introduces a new modification
of search algorithms—non-uniform time sharing with elimination (NUTSE)—and experimentally
evaluates the efficiency of its combination with both the FC-MRV (Forward Checking with
the Minimal-Remaining-Values heuristic) and the FC-B (FC with the Brelaz’s heuristic). The
experiments show that the NUTSE over FC-MRV can be in the underconstrained area many times
faster than the singly-executed FC-B. This good behaviour is used in a hybrid CNUC algorithm
(Combined Non-Uniform Concurrency) that combines the FC-B and the NFC-MRV algorithms to
obtain a good algorithm across a wide range of problem instances. All the experiments in this paper
use the graph three-colouring problem. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Backtracking; Forward checking; Dynamic variable ordering heuristic; Graph colouring; Phase
transition
1. Introduction
Most of the known search algorithms contain some ties that can be solved randomly.
Therefore, there is usually lot of instances of the same search algorithm over the same
problem. These instances differ remarkably in their time requirements. This paper aims
at the concurrent execution of them, which is one of the techniques for the performance
improvement of the search. The uniform time-sharing is the dominantly used approach to
the execution control of such instances. An algorithm that uses a non-uniform time-sharing
is presented and its efficiency is evaluated and discussed.
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A number of recent studies have revealed a relation between the structure of NP-
hard problems and the difficulty of solving them by a search. The opinion, that the
hardest problems are situated in a region where the satisfiable problems transform
to the unsatisfiable ones, changed rapidly. Already it is well known that the hardest
problems appear in an under-constrained region [2,5,10]. Although they are rare there,
they significantly affect a mean search cost of the search. Also it is well known, that
random restarts can significantly reduce their occurrence [8,17]. The presented algorithm
also significantly reduces the number of exceptionally hard cases in the under-constrained
area, but it guarantees terminating, while the random restarts do not.
The next section provides an overview of the related work and it defines some basic
terms used in the paper. Section 3 describes NUTSE—the non-uniform control of the
concurrent run of multiple search instances. Section 4 contains the technical details and the
results of the experiments that use the NUTSE combined with either Brelaz’s or Minimal-
Remaining-Values heuristics. Section 5 introduces a new, combined algorithm and presents
its experimental evaluation. The summary of the contributions and the future work can be
found in Section 6.
2. Related work and basic definitions
2.1. The constraint satisfaction problem
A CSP is a problem described by a set of variables, their domains and a set of
constraints, which should be satisfied by an assignment of the values from the domains
to the variables [3]. We differ from the usual definition of CSP in the description of the
constraints. The structure of the constraints is irrelevant for purposes of this paper, so we
cover the constraints with an evaluation function. This function takes assignment of the
variables as a parameter and it returns either true or false as a return value. The returned
value expresses if the given assignment creates a solution or does not.
Definition 1 (The constraint satisfaction problem). The constraint satisfaction problem is
a tuple (V,Q,h), where
V = (vi)ni=1 is a tuple of n variables, every with domainQi = {qij }mij=1 of mi
values, where i = 1, . . . , n;
Q=Q1 ×Q2 × · · · ×Qn is a set of all the possible assignments q = (qiji )ni=1 ∈Q;
where ji is from 1, . . . ,mi;
h :Q
into−−→ {true, false} is the evaluation function that returns true iff the
assignment q ∈Q is a solution of the problem and false otherwise.
Computer scientists use a number of illustrative CSPs. A frequently used one is the graph
k-colouring problem. The graph consists of n points interconnected by m edges. The goal
is to colour all the points with k (usually three) colours so that no two connected points
have the same colour.
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Definition 2 (The graph k-colouring problem as CSP). Having a set of colours C =
{c1, c2, . . . , ck} and a graph G= (N,E), where N = (p1,p2, . . . ,pn) is a set of n points
and E ⊂ N × N is a set of m edges, the k-graph colouring problem is the CSP problem
(V,Q,h) with V =N,Q1 =Q2 = · · · =Qn =C and with h equal to a function returning
true iff no two points from N that are connected by an edge from E are coloured with the
same colour.
2.2. The search algorithms
There are many modifications of the search over the CSP. Any of them looks for
the assignment of the appropriate values to variables. One of the simplest algorithms
is the Chronological Backtracking (CB) [3]. The main idea of the CB is a stepwise
expansion of an assignment of values to variables. Every assignment is followed with a
test of its appropriateness. A new assignment can be added only when the previous one
was appropriate. A backtracking follows otherwise. To be able to use such a stepwise
expansion, a partial assignment has to be used. Redefinition of the evaluation function is
also necessary.
Definition 3 (The partial assignment). The partial assignment for variables V = (vi)ni=1
and their domainsQi = {qij }mij=1 is a tuple q = (q ′iji )ni=1, where q ′iji ∈Qi ∪{φ} and φ /∈Qi
for any i . A variable that has assigned the value φ will be called an unassigned variable.
The partial assignment is an assignment with possibly some variables unassigned, i.e.,
the value φ is assigned to zero, one or more variables.
Definition 4 (The evaluation function). For given tuple V of variables and setQ′ of the all
partial assignments for these variables, a function h :Q′ into−−→ {true, false} is the evaluation
function iff it returns false only when it recognises that there is no possibility to extend this
partial assignment to the solution and true otherwise.
This evaluation function takes as an argument the actual (possibly partial) assignment of
the variables and returns true if this assignment violates no constraint—approves it [13].
A partial assignment that is approved by the evaluation function will be called the partial
solution.
Usage of the evaluation function has an advantage in its generality. It can check
backward or forward, so the presented CB covers also the forward checking algorithms. It
can perform a full check every time or it can check incrementally. It is not restricted to the
conflict sets—an algorithm is a more general tool for description of the constraints.
The CB is then as follows:
Algorithm 1 (The chronological backtracking (CB)).
Input:
A CSP as described in Definition 1;
A partial solution in form of the partial assignment in Definition 3;
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Output:
A solution of the CSP, if it exists, or no solution otherwise;
CB(a CSP, a partial solution) {
If all variables have assigned a value in the partial solution, then return this partial
solution as the solution;
Choose any of the unassigned variables;
For every possible assignment of the chosen variable {
Create a new partial assignment from the partial solution and the assignment;
If the evaluation function (the new partial assignment) returns true then {
The new partial assignment is a new partial solution;
If the CB (the CSP, the new partial solution) returns solution then return this
solution or else return no solution;
}
}
}
This algorithm is quite inefficient. Consider a graph consisting of 96 unconnected points
and 4 fully connected points. Let the search to colour all the unconnected points in the first
place. Afterwards, when it tries to colour the connected points, it fails. So, it changes the
colour of the last unconnected point and tries again to colour the connected points. This
will tend to be a very long search. One easy technique able to overcome this problem is
known as backjumping. It changes the backtracking part of the CB. Instead of returning
to the previous variable in order, it returns to an earlier one. With some simplification
we can say, that this is the last variable that influenced the variable that gave rise to the
backtracking.
Another improvement of the CB is backmarking [12]. It reduces number of checks
by marking and skipping of the tests that were done earlier. Since not all variables are
re-instantiated between two same instantiations of the same variable, it is not necessary
to check this instantiation against all variables. Yet another improvement to CB is the
dependency directed backtracking. It is based on the learning approach. If the search
reaches a dead end, it learns a “no-good”. It is used later to skip an unusable assignment.
This approach is successful for an under-constrained area, but its efficiency is poor for
problems that are more constrained and it requires a lot of memory [7].
One of the best modifications of the backtracking algorithm is the Forward Checking
(FC) algorithm and its derivations [1,3,12,14]. Instead of checking back, it checks assigned
values forward. It checks the new value against domains of all the unassigned variables
and restricts their domains accordingly. If there remains no value for any of them, the
backtracking follows.
The CB algorithm, as defined in Algorithm 1, covers many algorithms, like those named
or those in [3,4,11]. Many of them have come from two main non-deterministic points in
the definition of the CB:
(1) Choice of the next variable for assignment.
(2) Choice of the next value for the next assignment of the variable.
The ordering of the variables is the one with the higher importance. The decision
about the order of the variables can be made before the search or in the run time of the
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search. It relates to the static and dynamic orderings, respectively. The static one has the
advantage of faster evaluation of the nodes in the search tree and the dynamic one can use a
higher intelligence in choosing of the next variable to be evaluated. Because of the critical
importance of the ordering of variables, the dynamic ordering is generally more powerful
than the static one [3].
The optimal decision about the next variable to be assigned seems to be NP-complete.
All variables are acceptable, but some are better than the others are. For these reasons there
have been developed and applied heuristics here. The minimal-remaining-values (MRV)
and the Brelaz’s heuristics are the most known ones. Several other heuristics are evaluated,
for example, in [4].
Definition 5 (The minimal-remaining-values (MRV) heuristic). In the partial solution,
from a set of unassigned variables choose for the next assignment the one with the
minimum number of the assignments that are acceptable by the evaluation function.
For the graph colouring it means: choose the point with the maximum number of colours
used for colouring of its neighbours. This heuristic is still non-deterministic, because there
can be more variables with the minimum number of acceptable assignments. These ties are
partially solved in the Brelaz’s heuristic.
Definition 6 (The Brelaz’s heuristic). In the partial solution, from the set of unassigned
variables with the minimum number of the acceptable assignments choose for the next
assignment the one that affects maximum of the unassigned variables.
This heuristic is based on the intuition that the more variables we restrict by the current
assignment the smaller is the search tree and hence the smaller is the ongoing search cost.
For the graph colouring it means: choose a point with the minimum number of acceptable
colours and with the maximum number of uncoloured neighbours. Algorithms with this
heuristic are still non-deterministic.
2.3. The double phase transition
Concurrently with development of new algorithms there have been evaluated the search
costs of the well known ones. For all the tested algorithms and types of problems there
was found a parameter which is related to the median of the search cost. This parameter
is derived from the statement of the problem and it allows limited prediction of the search
cost. For the graph colouring, it is the connectivity—the average number of connections
per point.
We repeated experiments from [10] because of verification of their results and, what
is more important, because of verification of our problem generator and solver. These
experiments resulted in the same outputs as reported by Hogg and Williams. The detailed
description of experiments is in Section 4. There was used the Forward Checking algorithm
with Brelaz’s heuristic (FC-B). The 50-percentile in Fig. 1(a) has a simple easy-hard-
easy pattern called the (primary) phase transition. There are two regions, where are easy
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. The FC-B: 100-point graphs, 100,000 problems per each value of connectivity. Solving of problems,
which reached the search cost equal to 32E6 nodes, was terminated. (a) The search cost versus the connectivity.
The lines show (bottom up) 50, 95, 99.5, 99.95, 99.995 and 100 percentiles of the search cost. Connectivity step is
0.1. (b) The distribution of the search cost: fraction of the searches with the search cost greater than the specified
one. The lines correspond to connectivity 3 (solid) and 4.5 (grey).
problems superior: the under-constrained one and the over-constrained one. The under-
constrained problems are easily solved because of the high number of solutions. The over-
constrained problems are easy to solve because of the easy recognition of their insolubility.
A different distribution of the search cost is seen at the higher percentiles. There are two
regions of hard problems here. In the under-constrained region, there are mostly problems
that are very easy to solve and some rare but very hard problems. This is the secondary
phase transition. At the side of higher connectivity, there is the well-known region with
higher density of not as hard problems.
Fig. 1(b) offers a different view of this problem. The problems with the search cost over
1,000 are more rare for the connectivity 3 than for the connectivity 4.5. However, there are
no problems with the search cost over 10,000 for the connectivity 4.5 (exactly—not found
among 100,000 searches) while for the connectivity 3.0 there are 0.1% of such searches.
These trends correspond to the ones reported in [10]. Hogg and Williams also discovered,
that the influence of the mean cost by the hard cases depends on the gradient of the straight
line in the figure. If the gradient of this power-law tail is higher than−1, then the behaviour
of the mean cost can be dominated by the hardest problems. If the gradient is less than −1,
then the hardest problems does not affect significantly the mean value of the search cost.
Many experiments are hence needed to truly estimate the average search cost for problems
with the gradient over −1.
At least one of the reasons, why exist the exceptionally hard problems, is intuitive. One
extreme case of an exceptionally hard graph is in Fig. 2. The search with Brelaz’s heuristic
is forced to start with the point with most connections. As the second point it chooses the
neighbour of the starting point with as many connections as possible. Using this rule, it
continues following the line of the points until it reaches the clique at the left-down edge.
The search is forced to backtrack here because it is not possible to colour the clique with
three colours. The search assigns a new colour to the 24th point and again unsuccessfully
tries to colour the clique. Following this way, it tries to change the colours of all 24 points
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Fig. 2. An example of exceptionally hard problem for Brelaz’s heuristic.
on the line, what results in a very long search. Such a graph cannot be solved quickly using
the search with Brelaz’s heuristic.
The existence of graphs that have no easy solution was experimentally proved in [9],
where the 100-point graphs were tested with Brelaz’s heuristic. There were found two
types of problems with respect to the distribution of the search cost. Every problem of
the first type has a wide range of the individual search costs; every problem of the second
type has about the same, large individual search costs. The problems of the second type
seem to be an unusual behaviour of the graph colouring problem [17], but we think, that
this is just unusual behaviour of the Brelaz’s heuristic. This heuristic is very restricted in
the first choices. There are too few variables that satisfy all the criteria of this heuristic.
Sometimes there is just one such variable. If this variable is “badly” constrained with
remaining variables (like in our example), then the search with the Brelaz’s heuristic has
no other choice than to check exponentially many assignments.
Another reason of exceptionally hard problems (or, better, exceptionally hard searches)
has been presented in [17]. The model presented in this paper confirms that most of the
exceptionally hard problems in the under-constrained region are not inherently difficult.
They usually arrive from the ordering of variables in the search. Changing the variable
ordering is enough to make such problems no more difficult than the average [16].
The FC with the MRV heuristic has the overall distribution of the hard problems similar
to the one of the FC-B, only the search costs are much higher. This search uses a simpler
heuristic in choosing of the next variable to colour. Therefore there are more possibilities
to choose from and hence there can be more dead ends. The MRV heuristic has not the
problem with the first type of exceptionally hard problems or it is much less probable.
Using MRV heuristic, just 9 of about 1,000,000 problems with connectivity between two
and three had no search cost below 50,000 compared to 285 for the Brelaz’s heuristic.
2.4. Paralleling of the search
All the named algorithms were improvements of the CB algorithm. Another way, how
to speedup the search is its parallelisation. There are two types of parallelisation here: the
first one that runs one search on more processors [15] and the second one that runs several
searches over the same problem on several processors [9]. The second one uses the fact
that the CB involves some random choices. Repeated runs over the same problem give
different search costs. This is especially true when “incorrect” assignments made early
in the search are undone only after a large number of steps. In such a case, one could
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benefit from running multiple, independent instances of the search over the same problem,
stopping when the first one is completed [9].
Hogg and Williams evaluated in [9] gains from such a parallel run of the CB combined
with the Brelaz’s heuristic. As the search cost of the concurrent search, they used the search
cost of the first terminated instance. It is equal to the minimum of the individual finishing
times. This is true for parallel computers where every instance is assigned to exactly one
processor.
They tried to solve every problem one hundred times to estimate the speedup from the
parallel run. The speedup is expressed as a ratio of the average time of the single run
time to the average time of the parallel run of the search over the same problem. By
repeating this procedure over several different graphs with the same connectivity, they
obtained an average speedup for a given connectivity. For the graphs with connectivity 3.5
and two parallel searches the average speedup was about 1.3, for ten parallel searches it
was about 4.5. The speedups seem to be undervalued because of limited sampling of the
search cost distribution for a single search.
2.5. The minimal unsatisfiable subsets
Gent and Walsh [6] investigated the structure of hard satisfaction problems (SAT). The
SAT problem is a CSP that contains only Boolean variables and that is constrained by
set of Boolean clauses. Gent and Walsh looked for the minimal insoluble subsets of the
hardest unsatisfiable SAT problems. A subset of an original SAT is a new SAT with a
subset of clauses of the original SAT. The insoluble subset of the SAT problem is minimal
iff there is no insoluble subset of it. There can be several minimal insoluble subsets (MUSs)
for a given SAT problem. A typical MUS of the hardest problems in the primary phase-
transition region is mostly not unique and consists of many variables. On the other side, a
typical MUS of the hardest problems in the under-constrained area is unique and consists
of few variables.
Consider the graph colouring problem, where every edge in the graph represents one
constraint. The MUS is a minimal subgraph that can not be coloured with a given number
of colours.
3. The non-uniform time-sharing with elimination
As was pointed out in the previous section, the minimal unsatisfiable subsets are small
and unique in the secondary phase-transition area. With a good order of variables, one
can suppose that any problem can be solved fast enough (maybe except problems of the
second type mentioned in [9]). Differences in the search cost of the worst and the best
cases of the same problem are in orders of magnitude. To demonstrate these differences
we did a limited experiment, which consisted of 14,000 graph 3-colouring problems with
100 points and with graph connectivity between 2 and 3.5. Every such a problem was
solved independently 300 times. There were hence 4,200,000 searches altogether. All the
problems were solved using the FC with the MRV heuristic. Only 0.03% of the problems
had the complexity of all the 300 searches above 3E4. The next 0.03% of the problems had
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the complexity of all the searches above 3E2. The rest of problems (99.94%) had at least
one search with the complexity below 3E2. There was altogether 0.13% of all the 4,200,000
searches with the complexity over 3E4. There was no search over the same problem with
smaller complexity than 3E2 for about one half of the hardest searches (0.06/0.13). This
means, that about one half of the exceptionally hard cases (54%) can be solved at least two
orders of magnitude faster, provided good ordering of variables. This good ordering has a
probability of at least 0.3% (i.e., one search out of 300). In other words: with probability 0.5
one saves at least 99% of the work if one effectively selects the best of about 300 searches
over the given problem. These results led us to suppose that concurrent execution of several
searches with different ordering of the variables is with a good probability able to reduce
the number of the exceptionally hard cases. There is also space to invest some time in the
concurrent execution of the search of the same problem nevertheless it is exceptionally
hard or it is not. The time space is large enough, because it is proved that the exceptionally
hard cases significantly (in orders of magnitude) affect the average performance of the
search [9].
In the rest of the paper, we talk about the concurrent execution of a search process.
It consists of multiple instances of any individual search. All decisions in every instance
are independent from all the other instances and they behave like independent processes.
To be more objective, we used the same hardware, containing only one processor, for
both the single and the concurrent executions. The sharing of the processor time to the
search instances was controlled by the algorithm. To be able to do it we divided the search
algorithm to steps. The time-sharing was then carried out by an alternative execution of
steps of the instances of the search. The steps can be defined in several ways. Time slices
of equal length are used often.
In our approach, every step has moved consistently a search instance from one partial
assignment to another by changing value of exactly one variable. Every step has consisted
of:
(1) The chose of the variable that is changed.
(2) The chose of the new value that is assigned to it.
(3) The verification of the new partial assignment or the propagation of the domain
restrictions to the unassigned variables—this is the most time-consuming part.
Definition 7 (The step in backtracking). A step in any backtracking algorithm is the action
of moving from a partial assignment of the problem to the next partial assignment by
changing the value of exactly one variable and without proving of any intermediate partial
assignment.
Steps, as defined in Definition 7, have an advantage in small context information and
easy implementation.
What is unsatisfactory in such a concurrent execution with uniform time-sharing is the
time wasted with the hard instances of the problem. The more instances we have the more
time we need whatever easy instance we find. Being able to predict the time left, one can
detect very hard instances, eliminate them and replace them with new ones. Having no best
instance among of active ones there is nonzero probability that the new instance will be fast
enough to overtake and outrun the best active instance.
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The recognition of the hard instances can be done by a comparison function. It is hard
to predict the time left to the solution of the problem. At any time, the ongoing speed of
any instance is ambiguous. The comparison function has probably to use a heuristic. The
one that we chose is based on a position in the search tree.
Let the search start with a node in the search tree of an insoluble problem. This node
represents a partial assignment. Following the CB, it has to choose some unassigned
variable. Afterwards it has to check all the possible assignments to it. For every such
assignment, there is a subtree of all its extensions. The search may not traverse the whole
subtree, which contains all possible assignments of all values to all variables. All these
subtrees are of the same size, so one can express the relative work done as a ratio of the
number of the checked values and the domain size of the variable. This ratio will be called
the position in the variable checking and designed as r .
Every instance of the search process makes its own independent and random choices of
the next variable for the assignment. Think of a search algorithm as incrementally extend-
ing a partial assignment of values to variables with the search algorithm backtracking, to
try a different value, if the current partial assignment is found to be unsatisfiable. At any
given stage, therefore, the “position” of a search can be defined to be sum of the ratios of
ri and
∏i
j=1 dj , where ri is the number of domain values of variable vi that have already
been tried and di is the total domain size of variable vi . The position is independent from
the order of assignments and can be taken as a measure of work left (or done).
Definition 8 (The position in the search instance). Let O = (i1, . . . , ina ) be order of
indexes of variables interpreted as the order in which values from domains of variables
are assigned to variables. Let rj be the number of domain values of variable vij that have
already been tried, let dj be the total domain size of variable vij and let na be number of
assigned values.
Then the value
na∑
j=1
rj∏j
k=1 dk
is a position in the search instance.
Definition 9 (Comparison of positions). Let Q = (q1, . . . , qn) and R = (r1, . . . , rn) be
positions in the search instances IQ and IR that do search over the same problem. Let j be
the smallest index for which qj 6= rj . If qj < rj then Q<R which means that the search
instance IQ searched smaller part of the search tree than the search instance IR .
Having such a comparison function, one can define a new concurrent modification of
a search algorithm. It consists of a loop with two stages: the search performing and the
instance replacing.
Algorithm 2 (The UTSE modification (uniform time-sharing with elimination)).
Let I1, . . . , Ik be k instances of a search process. Let P1, . . . ,Pk be positions of them.
The UTSE modification of the search process is then as follows:
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Loop {
(1) Perform one step for every instance of the search;
If any of them ends (successfully or no), then return its result;
(2) For every i for which is Pi > Pi−1 {
Reject the outruned instance Ii−1;
Rename the instances Ii , . . . , Ik to instances Ii−1, . . . , Ik−1;
Add new instance as last instance Ik ;
}
}
Property 1 (Termination of the UTSE). Let the search tree of the pure search be finite.
Then the UTSE modification of the search is finite.
Proof. The position in the instance I1 moves with every step forward. If it is replaced with
a new instance, the new one has greater position than the old one (the old one searched
smaller part of the search tree). So the position in the instance at the first place of the array
of instances always moves forward. Because of this and the proposition of the theorem, the
UTSE modification will end in a finite time. 2
Property 2 (Correctness of the UCB). The UTSE modification of a search is correct if
the search is correct.
Proof. Every instance of the search performs an unchanged, regular search. The UTSE
modification ends iff ends any instance and returns the answer of such an instance. The
UTSE modification is, hence, correct under the same or weaker conditions under which
the pure search is correct. 2
The probability that we eliminate a fast instance seems to be very low but it is not equal
to zero. Imagine two types of instances of search of an insoluble problem. One of them has
a lot of work when the first value is assigned to the first variable and almost no work with
the remaining values. The other one has almost no work with all the values assigned to
the first variable except the last one. Let the starting instances to be of the first type. They
compete and the best of them will be at the first position. Let all new instances to be of
the first type until the best instance almost ends checking of the first value assigned to the
first variable. Now, a new instance of the second type becomes. Because of its properties, it
easily outruns and eliminates all the old instances of the first type. This elimination allows
the generating of the additional new instances, which replace all the old instances of the
first type. Instead of nearly no remaining work of the first type of instances, there is a
lot of remaining work of the instances of the second type. It can lead to a much worst
performance than the pure search.
This new algorithm can be faster or slower than the pure search. It is hard to analyse
theoretically the overall speedup of this algorithm. Intuition tells, and experiments support
this intuition, that it may be with high probability faster than the pure search and its search
cost depends on the number of the instances. The elimination of the hard instances allows
us to try more instances than is the number of simultaneously active instances. The worst
case probability partly supports this intuition.
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The worst-case search cost of the UTSE modification is not less than the one of the case
with a worst-case search process of the pure search initially assigned to all instances of
the search. None elimination occurs in this run of the UTSE modification. If any of the
initial instances are not the worst case of the pure CB, then the overall search cost reduces
according to the search cost of this instance or according to any new instance that is even
better.
Property 3 (The worst-case search cost). Worst case search cost of the UTSE modifica-
tion of a search is not less than kcw and it is not greater than the size of the full search tree
of the pure search multiplied by k. The cw is the worst-case search cost of the pure search
and the k is the number of concurrently active instances.
Proof. The “simplest worst case” of the UTSE modification occurs when every instance
is the worst case of the pure search. In such a case, the UTSE should call the evaluation
function k-times more.
Because the position in the best search instance always moves forward, all instances
which occur at the first position need (at this position) at most as many calls to the
evaluation function as is the size of the search tree. The overall number of calls is hence at
most k-times higher than size of full search tree. 2
Property 4 (The worst case probability). The probability, that the search complexity of
the UTSE modification of a search is not less than kcw , is not less than pkw . The cw is the
worst-case search cost of the pure search, the pw is a probability that the worst case of the
pure search occurs and the k is the number of instances.
Proof. If the worst case of the pure search occurs in all instances, then the search
complexity of such UTSE modification is not less than kcw . Probability of this case is
pkw . Because of Property 3, this is not the only case, when the search complexity of such
UTSE modification is not less than kcw , so the probability can be higher. 2
The more instances are active the more instances are tried, what results in higher
probability that some of them are very fast. On the other side, higher number of active
instances means more work per transition over the main loop in the algorithm. To reduce
time wasted with performing so many instances one can prefer the first instance and reduce
number of the steps for the following instances. If any instance outruns the previous one,
it is with high probability better because it reached the same position with fewer steps.
If any instance Ij has dedicated c-times more steps than the neighbouring instance Ij+1
then, regardless of the number of instances, the worst search cost of such an algorithm
is at most c/(c − 1)-times worse than the one of the pure search. The smallest ratio
that is easy to implement is equal to two. Every next instance of such an algorithm has
only half of steps compared to the previous one. Therefore, the sufficient number of
instances is equal to log2 of the highest search cost of the pure search. Because of the
speed of computers, this number never exceeds 100. It is good enough for problems with
search cost 1E18, what corresponds to more than 1E10 years providing 1E12 steps per
second.
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Algorithm 3 (The NUTSE modification (non-uniform time sharing with elimination)).
I1, . . . , Ik are instances of a search process;
j is unsigned integer variable initialised to 0; /∗ bit 0 of j corresponds to the second
instance I2, bit 1 to third instance I3 and so on ∗/;
Loop {
Perform one step for the first instance I1;
Perform one step for the following instances I2, I3, . . . until first one is found with
corresponding bit in binary value of j equal to 0;
For every i for which is Pi > Pi−1 {
Reject the outruned instance Ii−1;
Rename the instances Ii , . . . , Ik to instances Ii−1, . . . , Ik−1;
Add new instance as last instance Ik ; }
Increment j by one;
}
The control mechanism in Algorithm 3 dedicates about half of all steps to the first
instance. Any next instance should be at least twice as good to be able to throw out the
previous one. The overall amount of work is, except in special cases, at worst doubled
if compared to a pure, single search; probability of exceptionally hard cases may be
reduced by some power. Proofs of correctness and completeness are similar to the ones
for the UTSE modification. Worst-case search cost is also valid providing two instances
in Property 3. Worst-case probability analysis is not very different if compared to that in
Property 4, providing k instances.
The algorithm is well divisible to two processors: the first one executing the first instance
and the second one executing the rest of instances of the search. The communication
between these two processors contains the exchanges of positions of the first and the
second instances together with the transfers of second instance from second processor to
the first one. The timing of the communication is not critical and can be tuned according
to the technical conditions. We expect that the prolongation of time between exchanges of
positions will affect the performance at worst in linear fashion.
4. Experiments with the Brelaz’s and the MRV heuristics
The NUTSE modification of the search algorithms over the CSP was presented in the
previous section. To evaluate the power of it, we did extensive experimental testing. The
graph 3-colouring problem was used for all the experiments. The graphs were generated
by random, choosing connectivity∗n/2 edges from n ∗ (n − 1)/2 possible, where n is
the number of points in the graph. None filtering of the exceptionally easy graphs were
done. The generated graphs were not ensured to be one component—in the same way as
Hogg and Williams had done it. They have been presenting results for graphs with average
connectivity 1.0, which cannot consist of one component.
The Forward Checking (FC) algorithm was used as the basic one. The experimental
algorithms were implemented in C++. To be efficient, some time critical parts were
reprogrammed in assembly language. Every choice of the next variable was the random
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one. We used built-in generator of the random numbers. Values were assigned to the given
variable in a fixed order. We used the same modification of the backtracking that was used
in [10]: the colours of the first two points were never changed. The change of any of them
leads to the testing of permutations of the previously tested colourings.
There were 25 instances of the search process in the NUTSE modification. First step of
the last instance was able to occur after more than 32,000,000 steps in the first instance,
what was our internal threshold for breaking of the search process. To reduce overhead
from comparisons of positions we always made five assignments per step in instance
instead of one assignment. This change may slightly change the performance of the
algorithm. Firstly, there is some probability to end in four steps—the shortest proof that
a graph is not colourable. Without this change, it can end at best in five steps—four in the
first instance and one in the second one. The step in second instance would be forced by
scheduling. Secondly, some rejections occur later or, in some special cases, they may not
occur at all, because of the omitted comparisons. This situation happens when instance
Ii+1 is approximately twice as fast than instance Ii in whole search. We count the second
case as occasional for any connectivity and the first one as irrelevant.
We differ from [9] in the search cost counting. Hogg and Williams took search cost of
the fastest instance of the search. This is adequate to a parallel run on several processors.
In our opinion, the results of a single search would be compared with the concurrent run
of the same search algorithm on the same number of processors. We hence compare the
sum of search costs of all instances of the search algorithm and the search cost of the
single instance of the search algorithm. As the cost of the search was used the number of
calls of the evaluation function from the all instances of the search algorithm for the given
problem. All instances with search cost higher than 32,000,000 steps were interrupted. This
decision was based on the fact, that the Brelaz’s heuristic for 100 points reaches this search
cost with probability of 0.00001. It was proved in Fig. 1(b) that the higher search costs
are less probable than 0.00001. It is useless to have a higher maximum size with 100,000
experiments per connectivity. They only could increase time necessary for experiments.
Experiments were divided into runs. Every run used only one of the tested algorithms.
The run independently generated ten random graphs for each value of connectivity.
The connectivity changed from one to seven with step 0.001. This approach assured
representative sample of graphs. Results of problems with connectivity (x.y − 0.5, x.y +
0.5〉 have been considered as problems with connectivity x.y resulting in 1,000 problems
per connectivity. Every run hence generated 60,000 problems altogether. Experiments
usually consisted of 100 runs resulting in 100,000 problems per connectivity.
We have not used the average speedup as the performance parameter. In our opinion,
it does not express truly the change of performance. Consider a program that speeds
up a problem from 200 evaluations to 100 evaluations and does not speed up another
problem that has 20,000 evaluations. Consider another program that does not speed up
the same problem that has 200 evaluations and speeds up the second problem from
20,000 evaluations to 10,000 evaluations. The average speedups are equal to (2+ 1)/2=
1.5, but the second program is, in our opinion, better than the first one. We hence rather
compare percentiles or compute a ratio of the average complexity of compared algorithms
than the average speedup.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3. The pure FC-B (grey) and the NFC-B (dark): 100-point graphs, 100,000 problems per each value of
connectivity. Solving of problems, which reached the search cost equal to 32E6, was terminated. (a) Search
cost versus connectivity. The lines show (bottom up) 50, 99.5, 99.95 and 99.995 percentiles of the search cost.
Connectivity step is 0.1. (b) Distribution of search costs: fraction of searches with the search cost greater than the
specified one. The curves correspond to connectivity 3 (more zigzag) and 4.5. (c) Underestimated average search
cost versus connectivity. Connectivity step is 0.1.
Results of experiments for the NUTSE modification of the FC with Brelaz’s heuristic
(NFC-B) and for the FC with Brelaz’s heuristic (FC-B) are compared in Fig. 3. The cost
percentiles show that the NFC-B is more powerful with exceptionally hard problems for
connectivity under 3 or 3.5. For hardest problems between 1.9 and 2.3, it gives more
than one order of magnitude better search costs than the FC-B. At a point where higher
percentiles reach maximum, the properties of the algorithms change. The NFC-B becomes
approximately two times worse than the FC-B. Because of interruption of the hardest
problems, it was not possible to compute the exact average search cost. Fig. 3(c) shows
that the NFC-B is twice worse or not significantly better than the FC-B in a sense of the
average search cost.
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Fig. 3(b) shows that for connectivity 3.0 there are clearly fewer problems with search
cost over 1,000. There is little difference in probabilities of problems with search costs
over 50,000. We think this is because of the restriction of the Brelaz’s heuristic described
in Section 2. All the instances have to repeat the choice of the badly constrained variable
and repeat the exceptionally hard searches. The cost 50,000 corresponds to the minimum
search cost of the second-type problems in [9]. The curve of the NFC-B falls down more
quickly than the one of the FC-B. This area is, however, doubtful because it is computed
from ten problems only.
The results from the NFC-B were not as good as we expected. It is probably because
of the restriction of the Brelaz’s heuristic named in Section 2.3. These problems are
systematic and cannot be avoided with any parallelisation. This preposition is supported
also by two kinds of the search cost distributions, which are shown in [9]. As explained
in Section 2.3, the MRV heuristic has no such a problem or it is much less probable. We
tried hence to apply the non-uniform time-sharing on the FC with the MRV heuristic, what
resulted in a new algorithm: NFC-MRV (NUTSE modification of Forward Checking with
MRV heuristic).
All the percentiles in Fig. 4 follow the easy-hard-easy pattern known from the
50 percentiles of the FC-B. The point where the percentiles reach maximum slightly
moves to the left. It is very hard to say if double phase transition occurs here. At least
the shift of the maximum is not as significant as for the FC-B. The NFC-MRV is clearly
better in the under-constrained area. For example, at the connectivity equal to 2.3 is the
99.995 percentile three orders of magnitude lower than the one for the FC-B. For the
phase transition and the over-constrained areas, this algorithm is very poor. The median is
approximately one order of magnitude poorer than the FC-B. The non-uniform concurrent
execution still works in this area, but it works over the easier MRV heuristic while we
compare it with the more complicated Brelaz’s heuristic. So the NFC-MRV is more
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. The FC-B (grey) and the NFC-MRV (dark): 100-point graphs, 100,000 problems per each value of
connectivity. Solving of problems, which reached the search cost equal to 32E6, was terminated. (a) Search
cost versus connectivity. The lines show (bottom up) 50, 99.5, 99.95 and 99.995 percentiles of the search cost.
Connectivity step is 0.1. (b) Distribution of search costs: fraction of searches with the search cost greater than the
specified one. The curves correspond to connectivity 3 (more zigzag) and 4.5.
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Fig. 5. The NFC-MRV (dark) versus the FC-B (grey). Lines show the low estimation of the average because of
termination of searches that reached the cost 32E6. The results are based on 100.000 problems at each value of
connectivity, given in increments of 0.1.
Fig. 6. The NFC-MRV. Search cost versus connectivity based on 100,000 problems at each value of connectivity,
given in increments of 0.1. Black, light grey and dark grey lines are for problems with 75, 100 and 125 points
respectively. The lines show (bottom up) 99.5, 99.95 and 99.995 percentiles of the search cost. Solving of
problems that reached the search cost equal to 32E6 was terminated.
powerful than the FC-B in the under-constrained area and the FC-B is more powerful in
the phase transition and the over-constrained areas.
The distributions in Fig. 4(b) also point out the important behaviour. The probabilities
of the search costs over 10,000 for the NFC-MRV are at connectivity 3.0 one order of
magnitude under the same probability for the FC-B. Situation is opposite for connectivity
4.5, where the NFC-MRV is several orders of magnitude worse than the FC-B.
The qualitative difference, if compared to the FC-B, is the change in shape of the long
tail at connectivity 3.0. Existence and consequences of this tail are described in [10]. This
difference results in a smaller impact of the hardest cases to the average search cost, as
shown in Fig. 5. This chart shows only the low estimation of the average search cost.
We are not able to show the actual average search cost, because experiments that reached
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the search cost 32E6 were terminated. The affected areas were those with connectivity
between 3.2 and 3.8 for the NFC-MRV and with connectivity between 1.8 and 3.8 for the
FC-B. Indeed, for connectivity between 1.8 and 3.2 is the NFC-MRV more than five times
better than FC-B and for connectivity over 3.8 it is approximately ten times worse.
Fig. 6 acknowledges the good behaviour of the NFC-MRV. There are two interesting
points on this chart. First, the connectivity where any percentile reaches maximum moves
to the right with growing size of the problem. It means that the greater is the problem,
the higher ratio is between complexity of the under-constrained and the phase-transition
problems. This is a qualitative difference if compared to the results of the FC-B. For the
FC-B, the complexity of the hard problems in the under-constrained area grows much
more rapidly than the complexity of the phase transition problems. Second, the behaviour
of the same percentiles for different sizes of problems is in the under-constrained, area
nearly equal. It means that the search cost of the hardest problems does not change
significantly with the size of a problem in the under-constrained area. This is another
qualitative difference if compared to the results with FC-B.
5. Discussion of the results and the CNUC algorithm
We described two qualitatively different algorithms in the previous sections. The first
one is the well-known FC-B. It behaves very poorly for some under-constrained and rather
efficiently for the rest of the problems. The second one is the NFC-MRV. It is rather
efficient for the under-constrained problems and poor for the rest of the problems.
One of the possible explanations is the one that uses minimal unsatisfiable subsets.
Under-constrained problems have typically one unsatisfiable subset consisting of few vari-
ables. Problems in the phase transition have typically several unsatisfiable subsets con-
sisting of several variables. The FC-B is inefficient with problems containing unsatisfiable
subset(s) and a point that has many connections and which is not in any of the unsatisfiable
subsets. The NFC-MRV is inefficient with problems containing many points in the unsat-
isfiable subset(s). The sets of hard problems seem to be different for these algorithms, so
combination of both of them appears to be a natural expansion. We used the same trick as in
the UTSE or NUTSE. We take steps in both algorithms and alternatively execute one step
from each. This new algorithm will be called the Combined Non-Uniform Concurrency
(CNUC).
Algorithm 4 (The CNUC algorithm).
Loop {
Perform some number of steps for the FC-B;
Perform the same number of steps for the NFC-MRV;
If any of them ends (successfully or no) then return the result of it;
}
Property 5 (Correctness and termination of the CNUC). The CNUC is correct and finite
under the same conditions, under which are correct and finite both the FC-B and the
NFC-B.
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Proof. Both algorithms do not mutually interact and both have guaranteed regular
allotment of time, hence the correctness and the termination criterion are the same as for
these two algorithms. 2
The CNUC is well divisible onto two or three processors. For two processors, the first
one is dedicated to the FC-B and the second one to the NFC-MRV. The frequency of
communication is not critical. For three processors the first one is dedicated to the FC-B,
the second and the third processors are dedicated to the NFC-MRV. The second processor
contains the first instance of the FC-MRV heuristic and the third one contains the rest
of the instances of the FC-MRV heuristic. There is no communication between the first
and the third processors. The frequency of communication is again not critical and can be
tuned according to technical conditions. In the case of three processors, the performance
characteristics will be slightly different because of different dedication of time to the parts
of the CNUC.
To evaluate this new algorithm we performed the same experiments as for the previous
algorithms. We changed only the number of problems in experiments to 500,000 per
connectivity step 0.1, which amounts to 30,000,000 problems altogether. The results are in
Figs. 7 and 8.
Fig. 7(a) shows that this algorithm has less exceptionally hard instances than have any
of the original algorithms. The double phase transition is still in work, but the size of the
hardest under-constrained problems are comparable with the size of the hardest problems
in the phase transition area. The 99.995 percentile of CNUC is better by two to three orders
of magnitude than the FC-B in the under-constrained area. The CNUC is at most two times
worse than the FC-B. Hence, the CNUC has inherited all the good properties of its parents.
It seems that most of problems, that are hard for the FC-B, are easy for the NFC-MRV
and vice versa. This is especially true for the region around the connectivity 3.6 where the
percentiles of the FC-B and the NFC-MRV cross. This point is stable for all the computed
percentiles with accuracy 0.1. The 99.995 percentile of the CNUC is at this point more
than one order of magnitude better than the one of any of the parent algorithms.
(a) 99.5 percentiles (b) 99.995 percentiles
Fig. 7. The CNUC (black) versus the NFC-MRV (dark grey) and the FC-B (light grey). Search cost versus
connectivity for 100-point graphs, based on 100,000 problems (500,000 for the CNUC) at each value of
connectivity, given in increments of 0.1. Solving of problems that reached the search cost equal to 32E6 was
terminated.
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(a) connectivity 3.0 (b) connectivity 4.5
Fig. 8. The CNUC (black) versus the NFC-MRV (dark grey) and the FC-B (light grey). Distribution of search
costs for 100-point graphs: fraction of searches with greater than the specified cost, based on 100,000 problems
(500,000 for CNUC). Solving of problems that reached the search cost equal to 32E6 was terminated.
Fig. 8(a) shows the qualitative change in the distribution of the search costs in the
under-constrained area. For the connectivity 3.0, the distribution of the CNUC follows
the distribution of the FC-B till it reaches search cost that is exactly four times higher than
the number of points. At this point, the distribution of CNUC rapidly changes direction
and lightly follows the distribution of the NFC-MRV. At some point it declines from this
distribution and falls downward.
Nearly all problems with search cost under number of points multiplied by four are
solved with the Brelaz’s part of the CNUC. The search costs of the CNUC were here about
two times higher than those of the FC-B are. It is because of time wasted with the NFC-
MRV part of the CNUC. The NFC-MRV part can finish here only the insoluble problems. It
is because any search algorithm can solve any soluble problem with the search cost greater
than or equal to the number of points. The search cost of the problem, which is solved by
the NFC-MRV part, is hence at least equal to the number of its points multiplied by four.
Two are because of properties of the NFC-MRV and two because of combination with the
Brelaz’s part.
There should be the worst case somewhere. It is two or more times worse than the worst
case of the FC-B. Probability of such a case is very low. It is equal to some power of the
worst-case probability of the FC-B. If the probability is so small that the declination of the
distribution does not grow, then the distribution for the CNUC has no tail named in [10].
This change of behaviour tends to proposition that the average search cost of this algorithm
is not affected by the hard problems.
For connectivity 4.5, the distribution of the CNUC strictly follows distribution of the
FC-B at twice as high values. Most of the problems seem to be solved by the Brelaz’s part
of the CNUC.
Because not even one search process reached the search cost 32E6, it was possible to
compute the mean search cost. It is the thick line in Fig. 10. The worst search cost is not
very noised so the sample of 500.000 graphs per connectivity 0.1 seems to be representative
enough.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. Average one-processor speedup. The speedup is computed as ratio of the average search costs of the
compared algorithms. Notice the logarithmic scale for the speedup. (a) The CNUC, NFC-MRV and NFC-B (dark
to light) to the FC-B. Graphs with 100 points. (b) The CNUC to the FC-B. Graphs with (dark to light) 125, 100,
75 or 50 points.
The speedups of the CNUC to the FC-B are in Fig. 9. For connectivity under 3.8, there
are the low estimations in the chart, because of interruptions of very hard searches in the
FC-B. The minimum speedup never falls under 0.5. The new algorithm has little effect
on the graphs with 50 points. The larger the problems are the higher speedup is, in the
under-constrained area. The average speedups grow exponentially in this area. They are
low in the much under-constrained area (connectivity under 2.0) perhaps because of lack
of exceptionally hard cases for the FC-B. They are also low in the phase transition area. It
is perhaps because of the inefficiency of the NFC-MRV for these problems. This minimum
corresponds to the maximum of the mean search cost of the NFC-MRV. Almost all the
problems in this area are solved by the FC-B.
Average search costs for different sizes of the problem are in Fig. 11. The curves are
flat and they are linearly dependent on the size of the problem in the under-constrained
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. The CNUC. Search cost versus connectivity. The thin lines show (bottom up) 50, 95, 99.5, 99.95, 99.995
and 100 percentiles. The thick lines show mean search costs. (a) Graphs with 100 points, 500,000 problems per
connectivity step at 0.1. (b) 250 points; 300,000 problems per connectivity step at 0.1 (150,000 problems per
same connectivity step for connectivity over 4.1).
area. The linear behaviour is also visible, if one compares Figs. 10(a) and (b). This linear
dependence transforms to an exponential one in the phase transition and over-constrained
areas. The double phase transition is hard to recognise for the graphs with 250 points. Dis-
tributions in Fig. 12 hold for larger problems the same pattern like for 100-point problems.
6. Conclusions
The paper presents one modification of the search algorithms, the Non-Uniform Time-
Sharing of concurrent execution with Elimination of hard instances (NUTSE), applied
to the Forward Checking with the Brelaz’s (FC-B) or the MRV (FC-MRV) heuristics. It
exposes that the NUTSE modification of the FC-MRV (NFC-MRV) behaves qualitatively
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Fig. 11. The CNUC. Average search cost versus connectivity. The lines correspond to (bottom up) 50, 100,
150, 200, 250 and 1000 points. The averages are based on 500,000 problems (70,000 for 150 points; 60,000 for
200 points; 300,000 for 250 points; 30,000 for 1000 points) per connectivity step at 0.1.
Fig. 12. The CNUC; connectivity 3.0. Distribution of search costs: fraction of searches with greater than the
specified cost. The lines correspond (left to right) to 100, 150, 200 and 250-point graphs. Results are based on
500 000, 70 000, 300 000 or 30,000 problems per connectivity step at 0.1 for graphs with 100, 150, 250 or 1000
points, respectively.
differently than the FC-B. The NFC-MRV has no exceptionally hard cases in under-
constrained area, but it is quite inefficient in the phase transition and the over-constrained
areas. We combined the FC-B and the NFC-MRV to obtain a new, efficient algorithm
(CNUC). It solves problems with so few exceptionally hard cases that they do not
significantly affect average search cost, although the theoretical worst case is twice as
costly as the worst case of the FC-B.
All the four algorithms (the FC-B, the NFC-B, the NFC-MRV and the CNUC) were
extensively tested using the graph three-colouring problem. The results for the graphs with
100 (250) points and the average connectivity 3.0 show, that the average search cost of the
new algorithm is at least 10 (35) times better than search cost of the FC-B. Both the average
and the worst-case search costs of the new algorithm for the given average connectivity
seem to grow linearly with the number of points in the under-constrained area.
The minimum speedups are in the phase transition area, which is bounded by
connectivity 4.6 and 4.8. It is about 0.5 here and it slightly grows to the right from this
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point. To the left, there is the area where speedup grows exponentially and where the new
algorithm is very efficient.
All the results presented in the paper show that the NUTSE modification is able to
significantly reduce the search cost of the hardest cases in the under-constrained area. We
think it is true also for other problems, like SAT or graph isomorphism. In our opinion,
this kind of time-sharing can improve many of the randomised algorithms that can have
instances with significantly different time requirements.
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